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Level 1: Pre-Kindergarten – Kindergarten 

 
“Every day is a valuable experience…” 
Every day we acquire a new experience! Using the farm as our point of reference we 
work on food, our body and nutrition, good environmental practices, games and myths.  

 
 

Brief description of the programs 
 
Olive trees and their juices 
We visit one of the olive groves of the farm, we observe the morphology of the trees and 
the fruits as well as the tools olive oil producers use. We play team games of folk 
tradition related to olives. We observe the olive oil production procedure at the Olive 
Center. We participate in olive oil and olive tasting. We make clay oil lamps with a wick. 
Finally we prepare flavored olive oil with herbs from the farm.  
 
Wheat, the basis of our nutrition 
We learn the production procedure from field to wheat to our table. We learn about 
traditional farming through paintings of Millet. We discuss the nutritional value of 
cereals through team games. We grind wheat with a hand mill and we bake our own 
pastries in our traditional wood-fired oven. 
 
Games with milk 
We visit the milking pen and the cowshed. We feed the cows and their calf. We observe 
the milking procedure and the treatment of the milk in the dairy farm. We prepare 
“tyrozouli” (fresh cheese), a traditional recipe and our own creams with milk from the 
AFS. We learn about pasteurization and the nutritional value of milk through role-
playing games. 
 
Straight to the vegetable garden! 
We visit the vegetable garden and we participate in farm works, such as: watering, 
digging, vegetable harvesting. We get to prepare our own fresh salads with seasonal 
vegetable and we transplant small plants in pots. We construct individual greenhouses 
with everyday materials.  
 
Our small animals 
We feed our small bunnies and a pair of hamsters and we observe the snails and the 
turtles. We learn how to combine fish farming and vegetable cultivation in the same 
aquarium! The bees and the educational beehives of the AFS farm hold a special place 
in the “park of small animals”. We put on the beekeeper’s suit and try their tools. We 
observe the bees and other insects through digital microscopes and we build feeders 
with seeds. 
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Soil, water and clay  
We talk about water and its importance in sustaining life. We experiment with soil 
erosion due to water. We prepare water filters with natural materials. We represent the 
water cycle with a simple experiment. We prepare natural revegetation clods made of 
soil, seeds and greens. We prepare mud with soil and water to make pottery. In a 
pottery workshop we test techniques for simple functional and decorative pottery.  
 

Fresh summer fruits! 
Summer and fruits are a unique combination! A tasty handmade jam shall be our first 
project. We will prepare refreshing watermelon juice and colorful fruit salads with 
yogurt. Artworks relating to fruits will be on our daily schedule. We have time for a long 
walk in the farm! 
 
Team games... from the past! 
Outdoor team games have always and in every part of the world been the most favorite 
of games for children. We will play games of antiquity and traditional games from 
different countries--ball games, team games, games that exercise both body and mind. 
We will construct and play strategy board games with simple natural materials.  
 
My body  

How do the lungs work? We measure the lung capacity with handmade “spirometers”. 
We play games with our senses, using natural materials and foods. We work on human 
skeleton and we make a “puzzle” of the human body. We observe the details of human 
skin through the digital microscope. We prepare soaps for personal hygiene. We listen to 
our heartbeat and we measure the oxygen in our blood. 
 
Aesop in the farm 
Aesop enchants us with his tales. We will experience the tales through games and 
constructions. Aesop gives us the opportunity to discover other hidden corners in the 
farm. The fox takes us to the vineyard and the grapes. Along with the “Two cocks” we 
visit the hen house and we collect fresh eggs for our omelet.  
 
Moreover, every noon, in order to highlight the nutritional value of wheat, the children’s 
efforts are rewarded with wheat grains. Weighing on a scale with weights is a moment of 

joy, satisfaction and mind training. Of course, free daily play in the courts, the gym or 
the green gardens of the campus is always included.  
 
 
“Summer on the farm” has entertainment and educational value, as well as social value. 
At the end of each period, the groups gather their products and artifacts in an “Open 
Market” and sell them to their parents and friends for a nominal price. The revenue is 
offered for the support of SOS Children’s Village of Plagiari. 
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Level 2: Grades 1-3 
 
“Games–actions–production–nutrition: a tight chain!” These are the four aspects of 
the program “Summer on the Farm” for Grades 1 to 3. The program offers experiences 
in our vegetable garden and our animals, STEM experiments, constructions and play, 
healthy and nutritious cooking. A complete combination in a tight chain! 

 

Brief description of the programs 
 
Wheat at the basis of our nutrition 
We learn about the procedure from field to wheat to our table. We learn about 
traditional farming through paintings of Millet. We refer to the nutritional value of 
cereals through team games. We grind wheat with a hand mill and we bake our own 
pastries in our traditional wood-fired oven. 
 
Games with milk 
We visit the milking pen and the cowshed. We feed the cows and their calf. We observe 
the milking procedure and the treatment of the milk in the dairy farm. We prepare 
“tyrozouli” (fresh cheese), a traditional recipe and our own creams with milk from AFS. 
We learn about pasteurization and the nutritional value of milk through role-playing 
games. 
 
Straight to the vegetable garden! 
We visit the vegetable garden and we participate in farm works, such as: watering, 
digging, vegetable harvesting. We get to prepare our own fresh salads with seasonal 
vegetable and we transplant small plants in pots. We prepare Fukuoka seed balls for 
natural revegetation. 
 
Fresh summer fruits! 
Summer and fruits are a unique combination! A tasty handmade jam shall be our first 
project. We will prepare refreshing watermelon juice and colorful fruit salads with 
yogurt. Artworks relating to fruits will be on our daily schedule. We have time for a long 
walk in the farm! 
 
Diet at the farm 
We begin our reference to healthy diets by discussing the egg and its nutritional value 
for the development of the body. A visit to the traditional hen house to collect fresh eggs 
is just the beginning. We will construct the food pyramid and “read” the labels of 
products. Through the digital microscope we will observe the texture of the onion peel. 
Then we will prepare mini club sandwiches and make an omelet with natural herbs, 
cheese, and peppers of the farm. 
 
Team games... from the past! 
Outdoor team games have always and in every part of the world been the most favorite 
of games for children. We will play games of antiquity and traditional games from 
different countries--ball games, team games, games that exercise both body and mind. 
We will construct and play strategy board games with simple natural materials.  
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Energy, of course! 
Apart from the physical energy that a proper diet offers us, our natural and fresh 
products provide other environmentally friendly forms of energy, such as electricity. 
Salt, water, lemon, vinegar, potatoes, and soil may become sources of electricity. We will 
construct small electrical circuits with LED lamps and environmentally friendly forms of 
energy. Apart from experiments with sunlight, wind and water, we will turn our body’s 

movement to electric current. 
 
My body 
How do the lungs work? We measure the lung capacity with handmade “spirometers”. 
We play games with our senses, using natural materials and foods. We work on human 
skeleton and we make a “puzzle” of the human body. We observe the details of human 
skin through the digital microscope. We prepare soaps for personal hygiene. We listen to 
our heartbeat and we measure the oxygen in our blood. 
 
Chemistry in the air 
How does the dough inflate, why are there holes in the cheese, why do soft drinks make 
foam? Which gas is in the food? Which gas is necessary for our body? The battle 
between oxygen and carbon dioxide will be a pleasant procedure of experiments and 
observations. The “respiration” of plants and the forest is another dimension of this 
STEM project related to O2 and CO2 gases. 
 
Our small animals 
We feed our small bunnies and a pair of hamsters and we observe the snails and the 
turtles. We learn how to combine fish farming and vegetable cultivation in the same 
aquarium! The bees and the educational beehives of the AFS farm hold a special place 
in the “park of small animals”. We put on the beekeeper’s suit and try their tools. We 
observe the bees and other insects through digital microscopes and we build feeders 
with seeds. 
 
Moreover, every noon, in order to highlight the nutritional value of wheat, the children’s 
efforts are rewarded with wheat grains. Weighing on a scale with weights is a moment of 
joy, satisfaction and mind training. Of course, free daily play in the courts, the gym or 

the green gardens of the campus is always included.  
 
 
“Summer on the farm” has entertainment and educational value, as well as social value. 
At the end of each period, the groups gather their products and artifacts in an “Open 
Market” and sell them to their parents and friends for a nominal price. The revenue is 
offered for the support of SOS Children’s Village of Plagiari. 
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Level 3: Grades 4-7 
 
 
1st week -  Nutrition and Games 
 
Nutrition: eating well, playing strong                                        (3-day project) 
 
It is the most natural thing to work on hygiene, balanced diet. We will plan the weekly 
menu like nutritionists, based on the model of the Mediterranean diet. We will cook 
traditional Mediterranean recipes, collecting fresh materials from the vegetable garden 
and the shop of the farm. We will borrow ideas from Ancient Greek cooking for 
earthenware used in open fire. We will experiment and detect CO2 in foods and 
beverages. We will taste imaginative delicacies made of summer fruits. Proper diet can 
become a pleasant and creative experience in a farm. 
Examples of the activities of this project are the following: 

 Making of traditional cheese “tyrozouli” 

 Making sauce from fresh vegetables from the garden of the farm 

 Experiments with pastry and pasteurization of products 

 Preparing jam with summer and spring fruits 

 Baking pastries in the traditional wood-fired oven 

 Manufacturing pottery and ornaments 

20-minute visits to the computer lab is provided daily in order to investigate the topic 
we work on. And since summer requires games, every day’s schedule shall finish with 
team games. 
 
 
Team games... from the past!                                         (2-day project) 
Outdoor team games have always and in every part of the world been the most favorite 
of games for children. We will play games of antiquity and traditional games combined 
with improvised board games such as tic-tac-toe and domino. Cooperative games, 
games that exercise body and mind, ball games, marble games, games with rubber 
bands, with motion and imagination. We will construct and play strategy board games 

with simple natural materials.  

 Do you remember “xyliki”, “abariza”, “tzami”, rubber band, “klotsoskoufi”? 

 Do you know what “Senet” is in Egypt, “hunting with tails” in Africa, “Cencio 
Mollo” in Italy? 

 Do you know how we play “fidaki”, “poli & xorio” with balls? 
Two days full of games, motion, teamwork, joy and laughter! Perfect combination for 
closing of the week. 
 
2nd week -  Nature, source of energy 
 
Green Energy and Circular Economy                                  (3-day project) 
 
Cultivation and livestock breeding must fit with environmental sensitivity and 
sustainable, circular economy. “We do not throw anything, we reuse everything, we do 
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not exhaust natural resources”. Is it difficult? On the AFS farm we make it a game.  
How? In brief, the activities of the project are: 
 
1. Recycling: We make recycled paper using seeds for decomposition and revegetation. 

We manufacture straws from paper.  

2. Sustainability: We prepare Fukuoka seed balls for natural revegetation according to 

the season and the weather conditions. 

3. Circular economy: We invent good practices of circular economy during olive oil 

production. 

4. Carbon footprint: We experiment with the electrical power generation from fresh 

materials, such as lemon, water, salt, vinegar. Production of energy from water, air, 

and sunlight. 

5. Greenhouse effect and CO2: Visit to the greenhouse, construction of a greenhouse 

out of plastic bottles, reference to gas exchange in plants, transplanting of plants. 

 
20-minute visits to the computer lab is provided daily in order to investigate the topic 
we work on. And since summer requires games, every day’s schedule shall finish with 
team games. 
 
Life and safety in the nature                                                        (2-day project) 
 
It is wonderful to enjoy life in nature for as long as you are aware of the secrets of the 
countryside in order to remain safe and not to disturb the natural environment. 
Environmental games, team games of cooperation and skills, constructions of outdoor 
living, constructions with ropes, and orientation games are included in the daily 
schedule. 
 

 Rope bridges and passages 

 Setup of outdoor accommodation  

 Organization of emergency kit 

 Construction of a stretcher of branches 

 Candle and oil lamps manufacturing 

 Construction of nest of clay 

 Construction of makeshift compass 

 Game with secret map and hidden treasure 

 

...are only some snapshots from these two days. 
Of course daily play in the courts, the gym or the green gardens of the School is always 
included.  
 
Every noon the children’s efforts are rewarded with wheat grains. Weighing on a scale 
with weights is a moment of joy, satisfaction and mind training.  
 
Furthermore, this summer, our older children can participate in an exciting 

overnight stay at the end of each period of the program! 
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